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Sample essay responses 
Read through the following extracts from responses to the sample question and 
identify places where the candidates are meeting the different elements of the AOs. 

You should look for evidence that each candidate has:  

• AO1 
o analysed the texts and explored the effects created 
o used terminology 
o written accurately, fluently and logically in an appropriate style 

• AO2 
o applied knowledge of concepts, using relevant terminology 
o explored issues related to language use 
o discussed appropriate examples 

• AO4 
o linked texts exploring similarities and differences 
o used relevant knowledge to underpin comments 
o used terminology to analyse specific examples. 

RESPONSE 1 

   Both texts maintain an informal register throughout the discourse, but there are some 
formal features in Text B that wouldn’t usually appear in a spontaneous conversation. For 
example, the appositional noun phrases “Stephen Hill (.) my grandfather your great 
grandfather”. This is quite formal for a conversation between a mother and a son and it 
clearly shows that they are aware of the wider television audience who want information 
about their family background. The proper noun phrase “Chairman of the National Heritage 
Trust the Institute of Jamaica” also depicts that this has been rehearsed prior to screening as 
it’s extremely formal. This is quite different to the vocatives in Text A because “Mike” and 
“Becky” are familiar shortened versions of names and are appropriate for friends and family.  
It makes this into a fly on the wall documentary where viewers actually feel very close to the 
interactions. Other evidence of the informal tenor can be seen in the non-fluency features in 
both texts where fillers (“like”, /ɜː/), hedging (/kaɪndə/), informal pronunciations (/jənəʊ/,/kɒz/) 
and unintentional repetition (“he, he”) suggest that the conversations are spontaneous rather 
than read from a script. They reflect the familiar relationships between the participants and 
this makes viewers feel more engaged—they can identify with the participants.  
   Clever editing in Text A helps to make the programme more entertaining by drawing 
attention to the conflict between what Becky wants and what Mike is planning. The 
juxtaposition of the noun phrases “a big spectacle a huge show” with “fairy tale (.) princessy 
wedding” in two different scenes is the central idea of the show. The more conflict there is 
the more viewers will like it. Juxtaposition is also used to create humour in Text B where the 
noun phrases “a big sweater” and “a big (.) woolly bathrobe” are set against the elliptical 
noun phrase “hundred degrees” and “this (.) hot climate”. Prosodic features like stress on 
the adjectives and raised pitch on the concrete noun make sure that the viewers get John’s 
joke even though his mother doesn’t understand straightaway. She replies to the complex 



                                                                               
 

utterance “he forgot where we lived” with a prepositional phrase “in Up Park Camp” because 
she takes John’s declarative literally. This adds entertainment value for the viewers because 
they will recognise the misunderstanding as a typical thing between parents and children. 

RESPONSE 2 

  The topic of Text A is wedding plans and text B is about investigating family history, 
therefore there is use of multiple personal pronouns as events are discussed such as “you” 
“we” and “me”. There is also use of possessive directives such as “my” and “your” in “my 
head”, “my favourite”. The use of these create a personal tone suitable to the topics. The 
guests are all family and friends, Mike and the mother appear to be providing the information 
and the son in Text B asks the questions. Text A is present tense because it is happening 
now such as “is” and “want” but Text B is past tense with multiple additions of the suffix “ed” 
for example the verb phrase “we lived” and “you used to”. This continues with verbs such as 
“stayed” and “deserted”. The sons interest in the topic is shown by his use of interrogatives 
to recieve answers, such as “what was that?” and “who’s this?”. These are relative phrases 
and cannot be understood out of context. His questions are to do with photographs placed 
on the wall of his childhood. The two guests seem comfortable together with frequent 
overlapping and occassional laughs for example “good times there didn’t you //you” and “// I 
had (1) well all times”. It is more common of men to interrupt women, however due to the 
relationship the mother keeps talking and it therefore becomes an overlap. Another gender 
feature is the theory that women like to praise and support the other members in a 
conversation. The mother in this text supports this theory with a lot of positive statements 
such as “you had some good times”. This is the same in Text A because there are laughs 
with the girls and Becky’s aunt says “Cinderella” to show she agrees. 

RESPONSE 3 

   Mike has a big personality and dominates the scenes he is in. His turns are longer and he 
dictates the topic such as ideas for the wrestling wedding, different locations and food 
options. His friends provide support by agreeing with Mike’s decisions “you’ve got some 
good plans” and with backchannel affirmation “yeah”. This positive relationship makes it 
entertaining for viewers who get carried along with Mike’s enthusiastic attitude. The pace of 
his speech speeds up when he gets very excited in line 5 and the asyndetic list of main 
clauses starting “I want …” reflects he is getting carried away with his ideas. The repetition of 
the first person personal pronoun “I” makes viewers think he is just thinking about himself 
and not Becky because she has got very different ideas. She juxtaposes the adjectives 
“masculine” and “princessy” and this makes it humorous for the viewers who know what 
Mike is planning when Becky doesn’t. The emphatic stress on adjectives like “big”, “huge” 
and “massive” is also humorous because of the scale he wants. The connotations are 
increasing as the programme goes on. When he says the compound noun phrase “mine and 
Becky’s” with stress on the pronoun and the noun he shows he is trying to make a special 
day for Becky.  
   Like Mike, it is Barnes’ mother who is in control. She uses interrogatives to prompt Barnes 
for example in the elliptical interrogative “you remember much about him?”, which 
encourages him to give more information about his grandfather after his short, monosyllabic 
interjection “yeah”. It is surprising that Barnes’ mother seems more in control here than 
Barnes, considering that he is a former football player and therefore possibly used to the 



                                                                               
 

limelight. She has a longer mean utterance length and seems to provide most of the 
information, for example in her use of dates, which are often abbreviated reflecting the 
informal tenor e.g. “’64” and “’76”, and her lexical set of concrete nouns in the semantic field 
of domestic items such as “sweater”, “bathroom” and “pictures” which entertain the home 
television audience by giving an insight into the Barnes’ personal lives.  


